
DESIGNED BY BUILDERS, FOR BUILDERS



The ARGON 3” Vinyl Series from Spa Electrics has been purpose built from the ground up, 
to deliver a lighting solution that not only provides superior illumination and functionality, 
but is built to endure the demands of extreme climate installations. 

From the strength and durability of its components, to its class leading LED performance; 
every aspect of the ARGON 3” has been developed with the industry in mind. 

Its premium German engineered LED’s and advanced optics are coupled with the 
industry’s first forward-facing Heat Sink design; delivering a slim, modern profile while 
maximizing the cooling efficiency by forcing heat forward, into the pool – not the niche.

With the ARGON Quick-Connect plug attachment system and superior niche cable storage; 
the ARGON can be winterized in minutes and the smart niche cover will ensure the plug 
and niche are protected, in even the harshest climates.

Product Specification
VOLTAGE: 10.5~13v AC
WATTAGE: 15w
INGRESS PROTECTION: IPX8
SUITABLE FOR:  Composite and Steel Wall Vinyl Pools

LED Light Type MULTI PLUS
LED Array: RGB+W
WAVELENGTH: Varies
LUMENS: 1000lm
COLOR RANGE:  7 colors + 4 shows

Hardware Specification
POOL CONTROLLERS: Compatible with 
 major brand
 pool controllers
TRANSFORMER: Compatible with 
 LVX Series

5.4” DIAMETER

1.5”

BUILT FOR EXTREMES
ARGON offers a smarter winterizing system with 
the Click’n’Twist Winterization Cap for protection 

during extreme conditions, and simple, fast servicing

BUILT SMART
Innovative features like our Quick Connect Plug 
guarantee you’re working smarter with easier
installation and servicing throughout the year

BUILT POWERFUL
Maximize light performance with ARGON’s

combination of advanced optics and engineered 
components to deliver maximum efficient output

The ARGON Series is designed and manufactured in Australia and backed by Spa Electrics’ 
industry leading customer care network. For more information on the ARGON Series and 
our other products, please visit: www.spaelectrics.com
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